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If you are viewing this booklet on a screen, you can click on the
links above to go directly to the desired page.
You can also return to the table of contents by clicking on the
button Table of contents at the bottom of each page.

Overview

Set of 108 tokens
+ 120 evolutive tokens
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Arithmetic 101

Are your math lessons far away in your head?
Don't worry, we're here to refresh your memory.
Nothing too complex, we promise!

• This short lesson could help you later, when you will need to compile
your points. What you have to remember is very simple: PEMDAS.
Parenthesis - Exponents - Multiplication - Division - Addition - Subtraction
• This memo can help you understand the priority of operations in a
mathematical equation. In the context of Picobo Classic, 1 rule is important
to remember, especially when playing in High Voltage mode:
• Multiplications have priority over additions and subtractions.
Examples:
=3

= -6

=5

=5

= -4

=5

You can always refer to this lesson when in doubt.
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Contents
Rôle
des pièces

Each player gets 3 different types of tokens:
Picobos

Power Supplies

Connectors

By turns, each player places his tokens,
in order to create a checkerboard of dark
and light pieces on the game surface.

Connectors

The goal is to use the Connectors and
the Power Supplies strategically to route
energy to the Picobos of your color,
while preventing your opponents from
doing the same.

Power Supplies

Picobos

4
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Picobos

Picobos are little robots that love
renewable energy. To win, they must
therefore get as much energy as
possible!

These little robots represent the players, each with their own unique color.
There are 5 types of Picobos:

Solar

Wind

Biomass

Hydraulic

Geothermal

• When placed on the checkerboard, the Picobos (or =) are used to
compile the energy sent to them.
• The equations must always be read in the direction of
the Picobo. The equations can therefore be read in 4
different directions:
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Power
Rôle
des
Supplies
pièces

The energy source to power the Picobos. To
win, you need to make sure your Picobos are
getting as much energy as possible.

When placed on the checkerboard, these pieces have the following effects:

Increase the energy of the Picobos.

Cancels the energy on the other side of a Connector
Example:
=0

.

(Used only in High Voltage mode)
Decrease the energy of the Picobos.
These tokens are equivalent to their respective mathematical
expressions, namely (-1), (-2), (-3), (-4) and (-5).
8
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Picobos Power Supplies
Example:

9
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Connectors
Rôle
des pièces

Where the current is added,
subtracted or multiplied from
the circuit.

Note: As long as there is no Power Supply next to a Connector, the empty
space is perceived as being a zero.

Examples

:

Examples

:

Examples

:
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Example: Connectors
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Modes

Picobo Classic can be played in several ways. We can adapt the level of
difficulty according to the time available to us, or simply because we do not
want to rack our brains.

The modes, or levels of difficulty, are as followed:

Low
Voltage

Mid
Voltage

High
Voltage

Very easy

Easy

Normal

The chosen mode can change 3 parameters:
Used tokens

Way to play

Duration of the game
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Low Voltage
Very easy
This mode is ideal for the youngest or simply to familiarize yourself with
the basic concepts of Picobo.

Average duration

Number of players

8 min

2

12 min

3

16 min

4

20 min

5
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Set up tokens

Mid Voltage
Easy

Ideal from 7 years old. Also, lighter than High Voltage mode ... In case your
brain isn’t too awake that day.
Average duration

Number of players

15 min

2

20 min

3

25 min

4

30 min

5
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Set up tokens

High Voltage
Normal
For 11 years old and over. Can sometimes look like chess, especially in
duels. No, it’s not pretentious to compare Picobo to chess, it’s VERY
pretentious. Favorable for competitions.

Average duration

Number of players

30 min

2

30 min

3

30 min

4

30 min

5
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Set up tokens

How to play

Who starts?
1. When each player has chosen their Picobo color, everyone
must place one of their Picobo in the center, face down.
2. After mixing them, a player randomly draws a Picobo.
3. The drawn Picobo represents the first player.
4. All players take their Picobo back.
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Setting up

How to play?
1. Distribute the respective tokens to each player, depending on
the chosen mode (see Mode).
2. Each player's hand is open. That is, your tokens must be
clearly visible to the other players.
3. During his/her turn, the player can decide to place 1 or 2
pieces.
4. The game continues clockwise.
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Checkerboard

The tokens must be placed on the surface in order to create a
checkerboard of dark and light tokens.
• The first played token of the game can be a light or dark one.
• All of the following played tokens must touch one of the four sides of a
previously placed token.
• The tokens can therefore only be placed horizontally or vertically. They
cannot be placed in diagonal.
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Strategies

The main strategies are as followed. It's up
to you to discover them!

Defend

Attack

Observe

Block

Secure

Pacts et alliances
When the game is played with 3 or more players, you can make pacts
or alliances at any time to combine your forces, in order to prevent an
overly powerful player from winning the game. You are the master of
your respective agreements, no specific rule to follow here.

You want to discuss strategies, show off your successes or exchange
tips? Join the Facebook Discussion Group!
facebook.com/groups/picobo
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End of the game

The game ends when all players have placed all
of their tokens on the checkerboard.
Low Voltage

The game ends after completing a turn after a
player has places his/her last Power Supply on
the checkerboard.

Mid Voltage

The remaining Power Supplies in other players'
hands change polarity:
Positive Power Supplies become negative and
cause the player who owns them to lose
points.
Example:
becomes

High Voltage

Negative Power Supplies become positive and
cause the player who owns them to earn
points.
Example:
becomes
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Winner

The player who has gained the most energy points
wins the game!

• Once the game is over, each player counts his/her points, starting with
the one who finished first.
• Each player calculates the energy coming from the 4 directions for each
of their Picobos placed on the checkerboard.
• Everyone adds and/or subtracts the values of their tokens that have not
been placed on the ground, without forgetting to reverse their polarity.
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Next game

If you wish to play a tournament of several
consecutive games, the one who obtained the
least energy during the last game will be the
first to play in the next game.

If the players stay seated in the same place, it is recommended to change
the order of turns to counter-clockwise, then alternate between the two
directions for each subsequent game.

In tournaments, it is recommended to record the points of each
player after each game, then to count it all when completing the
last game to know who is the ultimate winner.

And now, have fun!
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Gagnant
Legal

Entirely designed, manufactured and assembled
in the Montreal region (Quebec, Canada). Local
and sustainable choice.

CAUTION: Not suitable for children under 3 years old. Small
elements. Danger of suffocation. Information to keep.

Picobo™ is the first product made by Conception Gaïaninja.
© 2018-2019 Conception Gaïaninja.
CGN-001
Game concepts and illustrations by Philippe D. Côté.

Gaianinja.com
Conception Gaïaninja
7675 St-Laurent boul., Suite 200
Montreal, Quebec, Canada
H2R 1W9
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Modular + Evolutive = Unpredictable!
The best way to understand is to try it.

